
Trajection 13: Trust – the role of trust in 

modern times 
 

 

 

Trust, and its related emotion confidence, is a topical issue at the moment. From 

corporate ethics to government corruption the word ‘trust’ is endlessly mentioned 

across the world. Yet, are things really any different than in the past? Is trust really 

declining? Are there major differences between countries and demographic groups? 

How do different institutions compare and business specifically? This Trajection looks 

at Trajectory’s own global data and other sources to assess the importance of trust in 

the 21st Century. 

As many media reports suggest, there is a general belief that trust, as such, is 

declining across institutions and countries. How true is this? 

Analysis of UK data shows this is an over-generalisation, if not completely wrong. The 

results of a Mori survey conducted for the British Medical Association over many years 

shows that trust ebbs and flows depending on specific events at the time (child 

abuse allegations in the Catholic Church, politicians after the MPs expenses scandal, 

newspapers after phone tapping) but, overall, there has been little or no decline in 

trust over a twenty year period. 
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Chart: Trust of professions in the UK 1983-2013 

 

Source: Ipsos Mori/British Medical Association 

Our analysis of Trajectory Global Foresight (TGF) data shows this holds true across the 

world. By using our own data and that from the World Values survey (with whom we 

collaborate on some questions) we can look at long term trends. The most complete 

series is in not trust but confidence – a closely related and correlated concept. The 

chart below shows the results for one aspect that will be of particular interest to many 

clients – those having a great deal of confidence in major companies. 

The World Values Survey has incomplete data across all countries/years but did cover 

all the TGF countries in 2005-2006 just before the onset of the financial crisis. In every 

country we cover (bar France and Mexico), confidence in business has increased 

during that time (2005/2007 – 2010/2012). However, taking a longer term view, we 

can see that, in fact, business is in long term decline. We have indexed the degree of 

confidence (with current times equal to 100) for the nine countries covered during 

that period. The chart shows a dramatic decline over the last 20 to 25 years until the 

recent uplift. 
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Source: World Values Survey, TGF 

How can it be that in such poor economic conditions company sentiment can be so 

buoyant? Well, the answer partly lies in the decline of trust in government. In those 

countries where companies have become more popular their governments have 

become less so (and vice versa). 

 

Source: World Values Survey, TGF 
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This makes it clear that companies must not be complacent – as economies recover, 

and governments get some credit for that, we can expect cynicism about corporate 

behaviour to increase again.  

There is also the suggestion in the data that emerging markets have seen greater 

volatility in trust – for both governments and businesses. This makes intuitive sense in 

the context of a fast changing socio-economic environment and as this volatility has 

been a feature of the recent past there is no reason to think it will disappear as the 

same economies balance the different challenges associated with economic 

maturity, slower growth and rising consumer expectations. 

Other components of trust 

The different institutions for the 20 countries covered by Trajectory Global Foresight 

(TGF) shows that perhaps unsurprisingly politicians are least trusted with business 

leaders (although doing better in recent times) doing nearly as badly. This is another 

reason why complacency about corporate behaviour cannot be ignored. But, given 

this and the long-term decline in business approval, it is positive for companies that 

brands are the most trusted of the institutions/categories covered in our global survey. 

Institution Average % trusting 

Brands 46% 

Newspapers 41% 

People generally 38% 

TV 36% 

Other nationalities 36% 

Social media/blogs 26% 

National business leaders 25% 

International business leaders 24% 

Politicians 13% 

From averaging these categories we have developed a ‘trust index’ which shows 

some parts of the globe to be simply more trusting than others.  

Trust index (the higher the index, the more trusting) 

India 164 

China 133 

Malaysia 125 

UAE 120 

Mexico 117 

Canada 112 

Brazil 111 

Netherlands 108 

USA 99 

Sweden 95 

Australia 93 

Russia 92 
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UK 86 

South Korea 85 

Japan 82 

Poland 81 

France 80 

Spain 78 

Italy 71 

Germany 71 

So, India is, in general the most trusting country in our survey (but subject to the same 

volatility as other emerging markets) and Germany and Italy the least. Casual 

inspection suggests this in part reflects economic advancement and a chart of gdp 

per capita by our trust index confirms this. 

As countries get richer it seems citizens’ overall trust declines (see chart). But beyond 

a certain level ($50,000 per year) this relationship breaks down as shown by the 

‘outliers’ about the line of best fit. Once excluded, there is an extremely close fit 

between the two measures. 

 

So far we have looked at overall trust (as measured by our index) but how do 

different areas of trust (government, companies, brands etc) vary between countries 

and for different degrees of consumer development? To assess this we used a 

statistical technique – correspondence analysis – to ‘map’ the importance of 

different areas of trust by country. 
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To read the map below, countries are placed closest to those trust elements that they 

get low scores relative to other countries. So, those most ‘anti-brands’ are Sweden, 

France and Netherlands. Japan also has a high level of mistrust in brands but is not 

placed particularly near to it on the map. This reflects the limitations of this form of 

mapping. Trying to map the data in two dimensions inevitably has problems. Japan is 

placed in the middle of the map because of the attempt to balance its two worst 

ratings – brands and other nationalities – and hence is placed halfway between the 

two. But in general, the overall map reflects clear relationships but for reference we 

provide the actual data in the appendix below. 

 

Some interesting observations can be made: 

 The UK has the least trust in newspapers, perhaps not surprising given the 

recent scandals over phone tapping, India has the highest 

 Spain has little trust in National or international business leaders, presumably 

blaming them as well as its politicians, for the country’s economic woes. 

Germany too shares these concerns but presumably for different reasons 

given it’s relatively strong economic performance 

 Italy has by far the least trust in Television perhaps because of concerns over 

former Prime Minister Berlusconi’s ownership of the main TV channel  

 Swedes distrust Brands and Social Media 

 Koreans, Chinese and Japanese have issues with other nationalities 
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 Russians have problems with their politicians, their media and national business 

leaders but not international heads of business all reflecting its history and the 

tensions in a country still struggling to adapt to the post-communist era 

 Generally, brands are the most trusted of the areas/people covered but are 

less popular in Sweden, France, Japan and the Netherlands 

 Indians generally are the most trusting of any nationality but the least trusted 

group in that country is politicians. Here, presumably, because of the 

concerns over corruption. The same is true for Mexico, Brazil and Russia. 

 Brands are the most trusted of the institutions we cover. This is particularly so for 

developing nations. On average, brands in developed countries rank 

between third and fourth in the overall list but that is much better than 

international corporate leaders who rank eighth or national business leaders 

at 6th. The gap remains in the developing world too with international and 

national business leaders ranked 5th 

Corporate trust 

Generally, as shown earlier, brands are the most trusted of the institutions we cover. 

This is particularly so for developing nations. On average, brands in developed 

countries rank between third and fourth in the overall list but that is much better than 

international corporate leaders who rank eighth or national business leaders at 6th. 

The gap remains in the developing world too with internationals and national business 

leaders ranked 5th. But, worryingly, businesses generally and their leaders are only 

temporarily faring well as a result of the decline in confidence and trust in politicians. 

Conclusions 

Clearly trust is an important issue across the world whether for corporations or 

governments. And, new technology, whether it is social media or other forms, has 

made this even more important to monitor and deal with.  

These new communications channels also make the owners of brands (the 

companies) and their executives more visible. The danger is that the current high 

levels of trust in brands (and particularly in developing consumer nations) could be 

eroded by any failing (be that poor CSR or excessive executive pay – see Trajection 

TGFT11: CSR Comes of Age). 

Companies also need to consider their (and their CEOs) relationships and associations 

with politicians given the latter’s bottom placing in the trust ranking 

But, this is not to say that all brands and all companies (and indeed all politicians) 

need to suffer in this way. Those who are most trusted will see real competitive 

advantages. Those best building trust will be those who succeed. 
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The future of trust 

As we have seen, despite all the furore and media coverage, trust in various 

institutions does not seem to be in serious decline. The fact is that politicians and 

corporate leaders have never been trusted and it seems likely that will continue to be 

the case.  

But in politics as with other people and institutions within this long historical trend 

things can change from day to day and year to year as it can from company to 

company. But this variability illustrates how ephemeral trust can be and the dangers 

of not paying careful attention to maintaining it.  

Complacency is not an option and especially in a world where word-of-mouth can 

now travel so fast and so globally. Politicians, the media and businesses need to work 

hard to maintain what confidence and trust they currently have. And business leaders 

need to ensure that their and their businesses behaviour does not erode the trust in 

brands that currently prevails. 

-----------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------  

This Trajection is driven by data and thinking from Trajectory's Global Foresight service 

(TGF) which covers 20 countries. The service provides analysis on the trends driving 

consumer and citizen behaviour - what they are, why they are important and where 

they are heading. All of the content is supported by research amongst over 40,000 

people per annum.  

For more information about TGF or any associated research projects please get in 

touch:  

sarah@trajectorypartnership.com  

+44 (0)20 3567 5801 

#TrajectoryTweet  

www.trajectorypartnership.com 
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Appendix – Trust results 

Percent 

trusting ... 

People in 

general Brands 

Inter-

national 

business 

leaders 

National 

business 

leaders 

Polit-

icians 

News-

papers TV 

Social 

media/ 

blogs 

Other 

nation-

alities 

Country 

        UK 40% 39% 17% 20% 14% 23% 42% 17% 37% 

USA 41% 51% 18% 21% 11% 42% 34% 22% 43% 

France 23% 20% 15% 23% 19% 43% 30% 17% 38% 

Italy 19% 34% 17% 22% 7% 24% 15% 28% 37% 

Germany 31% 30% 9% 16% 6% 37% 27% 14% 34% 

Spain 42% 44% 11% 14% 7% 32% 24% 22% 26% 

Sweden 64% 17% 13% 19% 21% 37% 44% 10% 46% 

Poland 23% 53% 20% 19% 4% 32% 32% 18% 33% 

Russia 30% 59% 27% 18% 10% 25% 27% 36% 30% 

South Korea 26% 46% 25% 22% 4% 31% 35% 37% 16% 

Australia 43% 43% 16% 21% 13% 37% 34% 18% 40% 

China 70% 71% 35% 28% 27% 42% 39% 45% 24% 

Japan 34% 24% 23% 20% 8% 49% 34% 19% 24% 

India 50% 70% 46% 47% 14% 76% 63% 55% 46% 

UAE 37% 63% 33% 34% 15% 46% 40% 30% 43% 

Brazil 19% 62% 31% 36% 6% 57% 44% 26% 36% 

Canada 45% 41% 20% 24% 21% 53% 49% 21% 46% 

Mexico 38% 72% 32% 41% 7% 43% 30% 31% 40% 

Malaysia 23% 51% 47% 41% 22% 50% 46% 44% 33% 

Netherlands 58% 28% 19% 24% 24% 47% 42% 20% 45% 

          Country ranking 

        UK 9 14 15 15 9 20 7 18 11 

USA 8 8 13 12 11 10 13 10 6 

France 17 19 17 9 6 8 15 17 9 

Italy 20 15 14 10 16 19 20 8 10 

Germany 13 16 20 19 17 14 18 19 13 

Spain 7 11 19 20 15 15 19 11 17 

Sweden 2 20 18 17 4 12 5 20 1 

Poland 18 7 10 16 20 16 14 15 14 

Russia 14 6 7 18 12 18 17 5 16 

South Korea 15 10 8 11 19 17 10 4 20 

Australia 6 12 16 13 10 13 12 16 7 

China 1 2 3 6 1 11 9 2 18 

Japan 12 18 9 14 13 5 11 14 19 

India 4 3 2 1 8 1 1 1 3 

UAE 11 4 4 5 7 7 8 7 5 

Brazil 19 5 6 4 18 2 4 9 12 

Canada 5 13 11 7 5 3 2 12 2 

Mexico 10 1 5 3 14 9 16 6 8 

Malaysia 16 9 1 2 3 4 3 3 15 

Netherlands 3 17 12 8 2 6 6 13 4 
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